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Nearly frictionless faulting by unclamping in
long-term interaction models
Tom Parsons U.S. Geological Survey, MS-999, 345 Middlefield Road, Menlo Park, California 94025, USA

Figure 1. Deformation (scaled by factor 5 for easier viewing) and strain energy of faulting. A: Elastic finite element model of simple right-
lateral strike-slip fault showing deformation and shaded contours of vertical displacement. Fault zones are allowed to deform continuously
with increasing slip. B: Introduction of two spreading centers interrupting fault significantly reduces elastic strain concentrations, distrib-
uting deformation throughout model. C: Stored elastic strain energy is less in spreading-center model.

ABSTRACT
In defiance of direct rock-friction observations, some trans-

form faults appear to slide with little resistance. In this paper finite
element models are used to show how strain energy is minimized
by interacting faults that can cause long-term reduction in fault-
normal stresses (unclamping). A model fault contained within a
sheared elastic medium concentrates stress at its end points with
increasing slip. If accommodating structures free up the ends, then
the fault responds by rotating, lengthening, and unclamping. This
concept is illustrated by a comparison between simple strike-slip
faulting and a mid-ocean-ridge model with the same total trans-
form length; calculations show that the more complex system un-
clamps the transforms and operates at lower energy. In another
example, the overlapping San Andreas fault system in the San
Francisco Bay region is modeled; this system is complicated by
junctions and stepovers. A finite element model indicates that the
normal stress along parts of the faults could be reduced to hydro-
static levels after ;60–100 k.y. of system-wide slip. If this process
occurs in the earth, then parts of major transform fault zones could
appear nearly frictionless.
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INTRODUCTION
Some faults exhibit very low shear strength and appear to resist

sliding less than the rocks they are made of (e.g., Sibson, 1994). Per-
haps the best-studied example is the San Andreas fault in California.
If the fault interface has a typical coefficient of friction for rocks (m
ø 0.6–0.85) (Byerlee, 1978), then long-term slip should have produced
a heat-flow anomaly that is not observed (e.g., Brune et al., 1969;
Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980). Supporting observations include fault-
orthogonal orientation of maximum horizontal stress (e.g., Zoback et
al., 1987), and microseismicity triggered by shear stress changes (e.g.,
Reasenberg and Simpson, 1992). These observations are best fit with
static friction coefficients of m ø 0.1–0.2. Modeling studies that re-
construct fault slip and stress orientations are also best fit with low
friction (e.g., Bird and Kong, 1994; Geist and Andrews, 2000).

The problem can be framed in terms of Coulomb failure z f z 5t̄

m(sn 2 p) 1 C, such that shear stress on a fault ( f) is balanced byt̄
frictional resistance that depends on fault-normal stress (sn), pore-fluid
pressure (p), the friction coefficient (m), and cohesion (C). When the
shear stress term exceeds the frictional term, slip occurs. Observations
that support the low-shear-strength faulting interpretation are blind to
which components of the frictional term are responsible. Thus expla-
nations of low-strength faulting have tended to appeal either to weak
fault materials such that m is very low, or high pore-fluid pressure such
that the effective normal stress is low.

The most accepted suite of models for weak faults can be sum-
marized as various means of sealing and overpressuring fluids within
impermeable fault gouge (e.g., Byerlee, 1990; Rice, 1992; Sleep and
Blanpied, 1992; Lockner and Byerlee, 1995; Miller et al., 1996). These
models depend also on the complex interaction between fluids, fault-
zone materials, and the stress field (e.g., Marone et al., 1990; Chester
et al., 1993; Lockner and Byerlee, 1993; Wintsch et al., 1995; Moore
et al., 1996; Saffer et al., 2001). However, questions remain concerning
how overpressured fluids can be trapped within fault zones without
release by hydrofracturing (e.g., Scholz, 1996). In this study I propose
a contributing weakening process, i.e., the reduction of fault-normal
stress caused by long-term interactions with other faults.

CONCEPT
Slip on an isolated fault of finite length concentrates stress at its

terminations. Consider a sheared elastic solid containing a vertical,
frictional fault. With increasing applied shear, the model fault slips,
reducing stress along it. However, at the fault terminations stresses are
increased and stored as elastic dilatation and contraction, evident as
vertical deformation in the model (Fig. 1A). Without release, elastic
strain concentrations make it increasingly difficult for the fault to
move.

If accommodating structures exist at fault terminations, then a
different result is obtained. For example, if passive spreading centers
are added to the conceptual model (Fig. 1B), transform faults respond
by deflecting slightly clockwise relative to the right-lateral shear di-
rection (Fig. 2). Deflection occurs because fault terminations are less
restricted; faults may lengthen and can interact with the spreading cen-
ters and other transforms. Fault interactions are often considered when
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Figure 2. Map view of deformed shape (scaled by factor 10) and shear stress around transform fault intervening between two passive
spreading centers. A: With increasing slip, walls of fault deflect as result of stress concentrations at fault terminations. Deflections result
in slight clockwise rotation of right-lateral strike-slip fault and (B) unclamping.

Figure 3. San Francisco Bay area finite element mesh and fault
structures. Through-going vertical faults are discontinuities in mod-
el and have deformable contact elements on their surfaces that obey
Coulomb failure criterion.

modeling coseismic stress transfer from individual earthquakes (e.g.,
Harris, 1998); in this example, the longer term effect of spreading-
center extension and slip on adjacent transforms is modeled (transforms
slip ;3% of their length in 50 k.y.). The resulting deformation of
transform faults includes opening, or unclamping (Fig. 2). A persistent
reduction in normal stress acting across a fault enables it to slip more
freely (e.g., Chester and Chester, 2000).

The two cases compared in Figure 1 show how a fault might
interact with the surrounding crust and associated faults to reduce the
normal stress component and thus the apparent friction. Movement is
more difficult along a single fault with typical rock friction than along
a system of shorter, interacting segments that have less normal stress

acting across them. Comparison of the calculated strain energy of these
two systems shows that the spreading-center model stores less elastic
energy for the same amount of applied work (Fig. 1C).

SAN ANDREAS SYSTEM IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY
REGION

To examine the effects of long-term interactions on the stress state
of a strike-slip fault system, a finite element model of the San Francisco
Bay region was built. The model has three compositional layers in-
ferred from measured crustal velocity structure (e.g., Holbrook et al.,
1996; Hole et al., 2000). The upper 12.5 km of the model are crustal
rocks approximated by wet Westerly granite (Hansen and Carter, 1983).
The 12.5-km-thick lower crust has elastic properties representative of
basalt-diabase composition (Caristan, 1982; Brocher et al., 1994). The
45-km-thick upper mantle layer is required to maintain isostatic bal-
ance with the crustal column at sea level (Lachenbruch and Morgan,
1990), and has properties associated with a combination of wet and
dry dunite samples (Carter and Tsenn, 1987). The model edges are
oriented parallel and orthogonal to the Pacific plate–Sierra Nevada
block relative motion vector of ;N348W (Fig. 3). Fault slip is induced
by moving the western model edge at a rate of 39 mm/yr (e.g., De
Mets et al., 1994; Savage et al., 1999). The eastern model edge is held
fixed to North America, and is not free to move laterally. The model
base is freely slipping laterally, but cannot move vertically.

The model is composed entirely of 8 node viscoelastic elements.
The proportion of viscous to elastic behavior of a given element node
is governed by the local crustal geotherm derived from heat-flow mea-
surements (C. Williams, 2001, personal commun.). Temperature de-
pendence of strain rate ( ) in the model is controlled by the creepė
equation 5 Aexp(2Qc/RT)sn (e.g., Kirby and Kronenberg, 1987),ė
where A, Qc (activation energy), and n are experimentally derived elas-
tic constants, R is the universal gas constant, T is temperature, and s
is differential stress. In the lower temperature upper crust, the model
behaves elastically, while deeper, higher temperature regions behave
increasingly more viscoelastically.

The finite element model has cuts through the crust (e.g., Hol-
brook et al., 1996; Henstock et al., 1997; Parsons and Hart, 1999) that
represent the major strike-slip faults of the San Francisco Bay region.
The faults are deformable, and are constructed from contact elements
that obey the Coulomb failure relation. Contact elements have zero
thickness and are welded to the sides of viscoelastic elements. An
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Figure 4. Normal stress change on Hayward fault after 100 k.y. of
plate boundary motion. A: Areas of fault where normal stress was
decreased (unclamping) are shown in tones of yellow and red.
Zones of normal stress increase are shown in blue tones. Much of
northern half of fault plane is unclamped. B: Normal stress history
is plotted for two example points from fault plane. By ~85–100 k.y.,
normal stress at these two points has been reduced to hydrostatic
levels. C: Modeled growth of effective stress 6.5 km deep in stepover
between Hayward and Rodgers Creek faults is shown superimposed
on measured range of frictional and peak strength of near-Hayward
fault rocks (Morrow and Lockner, 2001). Failure in stepover is ex-
pected after ~20–60 k.y. of strike-slip deformation.

Figure 5. A: Normal stress change on Peninsular San Andreas fault
after 100 k.y. of plate boundary motion. B: After ~60–80 k.y., normal
stress at points to north has been reduced to hydrostatic. However,
to south where there is restraining bend, normal stress increased
with time.

important model assumption is that fault stepover zones are treated as
discontinuities all the way through the model to depth. Fault friction
coefficients were set at a relatively low value of m 5 0.4, under the
assumption that fault gouge and trapped pore fluids reduce friction. A
similar model was used by Parsons (2002) to calculate tectonic stress-
ing rates for earthquake-probability calculations; in that effort, the
model reproduced long-term fault slip rates and shorter-term geodetic
observations.

The Pacific plate was moved past the Sierra Nevada block at 39
mm/yr for a model 100 k.y. span to simulate long-term slip on the San
Andreas fault system. Shear and normal stress components on the San
Andreas and Hayward faults were tracked with time. The faults were
allowed to slip according to the Coulomb criterion. The results from
finite element modeling allow an image of the possible change in fault-
normal stress over time on a complex set of interacting faults such as
in the San Francisco Bay area.

Results From San Francisco Bay Area Simulation
Finite element modeling shows variable change in the normal

stress with time along San Francisco Bay area faults. The modeled
Hayward fault, for example, is unclamped along its north half because
of a releasing step with the Rodgers Creek fault (Fig. 4). That fault
configuration causes long-term interaction, such that slip on the south-
ern Rodgers Creek fault reduces the normal stress across the north
Hayward fault. A history of normal stress change is shown in Figure

4 for two points on the fault surface at 6.5 km depth. The plots show
that after 85–100 k.y. of slip throughout the fault system, the normal
stress on parts of the Hayward fault plane was reduced to hydrostatic
levels. The required time would be less if fault zone fluids were ov-
erpressured. When normal stress is reduced to hydrostatic, a fault gov-
erned by Coulomb failure would behave almost as a frictionless sur-
face, needing only to overcome cohesion to fail.

A model consequence of the right-stepping geometry between the
Hayward and Rodgers Creek faults is stretching of the crust intervening
between them. The finite element model predicts extensional failure in
the stepover after ;20–60 k.y. of Hayward–Rodgers Creek fault slip
(Fig. 4C). The trends of normal stress reduction (Fig. 4B) could change
if faulting occurred in the stepover. However, the analogous spreading
center transform models shown in Figures 1 and 2 indicate that inter-
action with extensional structures may also contribute to normal stress
reduction.

Compared to the Hayward fault, a model of the Peninsular San
Andreas fault shows more complexity in normal stress change with
time because the Peninsular San Andreas fault bends relative to the
plate motion vector (Fig. 5). The model indicates continuously rising
normal stress across the fault to the south, where it makes a restraining
bend (Fig. 5). North of the restraining bend, the fault is unclamped by
varying degrees because of interaction with the adjacent San Gregorio
fault; some points along the fault are reduced to hydrostatic after 60–
80 k.y. of slip. The modeled variation in normal stress with fault ori-
entation is consistent with observations of increased fault strength and
complexity at restraining bends (Saucier et al., 1992; Scholz, 2000;
Zoback, 2000). As in the Hayward fault example, there is rough cor-
respondence between local topography and the normal stress state on
the fault. There is high-standing compressional topography where nor-
mal stress rises with time, and the fault is below sea level where normal
stress diminishes with time (Fig. 5).

The finite element model indicates that in a complex fault system
with interacting branches, bends, and stepover zones, long-term slip on
all segments may act to unclamp parts of the fault system. Although
interaction leading to unclamping reduces frictional resistance on spe-
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cific faults, it does not reduce friction in the system as a whole. Rather,
frictional resistance of the major strike-slip faults is transferred into
broad crustal deformation. A significant amount of the normal stress
reduction could be stored as elastic strain in the rocks adjacent to the
fault zones. For example, measured frictional strengths of Hayward
fault zone rocks range between 200 and 300 MPa differential stress at
mid-crustal depths (Morrow and Lockner, 2001), giving them ample
strength to absorb the modeled unclamping along the north Hayward
fault (Fig. 4), even if they are highly fractured.

CONCLUSION
Some model fault systems can cause long-term unclamping as a

result of their geometry and ability to interact. Systems that can un-
clamp themselves, such as modeled mid-ocean-ridge transforms, are
calculated to be energetically more favorable than one isolated fault.
A finite element model of San Francisco Bay area faults indicates that
the normal stress acting across parts of the Hayward and San Andreas
faults can be reduced to hydrostatic levels after 60–100 k.y. of relative
Pacific–Sierra Nevada motion. Normal stresses are calculated to rise at
restraining bends. Measurements on rocks associated with the Hayward
fault zone indicate that they have sufficient strength to support large
differential stresses. If the crust surrounding faults can absorb long-
term elastic strain, these results suggest that the Hayward and San
Andreas faults would appear nearly frictionless in places, and strong
in others, commensurate with observations.
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